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Editorial
2017 has been another crazy busy year! In between our real jobs we managed to spend some
quality time in fabulous guesthouses and Lodges in the Greater Kruger Park. Places like:
• Gecko Lodge
• Hamilton’s Lodge & Restaurant
• Mhlati Guest Cottages
• Nkambeni Safari Camp
• Sanbonani Resort Hotel
• Tambarina Restaurant & Guesthouse
• Tented Adventures Pretoriuskop
In this issue we have articles and galleries by guest contributors. We are grateful to Trevor
Barnett, Mary Jane Sesto, Kye James and Armand Grobler of Rhulani Safaris for their
superb contributions of stories and/or images.
In addition to our guest articles we have a short articles on the contentious Sightings Apps, the
cost of our eBooks, patience in the Pilanesberg, making your subjects ‘Pop’, and follow-up info
to our previous article on Accidents and Illness while on Safari.
We are now affiliated to Booking.com and AVIS so we would be most grateful if you could
book your future accommodation and/or cars through these links.
We’ll be back in the Kruger Park in December (teaming up with Trevor again) in order to obtain
the last images and stories for our Photographer’s Guide to the Greater Kruger Park eBook.
Remember to follow us on Instagram & Facebook – we’ll have some good Black Friday deals
We hope you enjoy this issue!

Mario & Jenny
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Summer in the Kruger National Park
Some people say the best time to visit the parks is in only the winter months – yes, we agree,
the dry winter months are good as the animals are forced to come to waterholes and rivers to
drink and all you need to do is stick around these watering points.
We, however, think you can capture superb images in any month - a photographer can get just
as good images in summer as in winter if the person knows the subjects and knows where to
look!
In December 2016/January 2017 we stayed in the Kruger Park for three weeks. Our good friend,
Trevor Barnett, was also staying in the park but at different camps so we decided to meet up
whenever we could.
We were staying at Skukuza while Trevor was staying at Lower Sabie and we both love the
Tshokwane area – with no camps nearby you have no other cars for at least 30-60 minutes and
therefore have sightings to yourself, without the annoyance of badly behaving people.
We would both leave our respective camps at 04h30, when the gates open, and meet up at the
Tshokwane picnic site. We would then drive together finding subjects. We don’t use the
sightings apps much – we prefer to use our knowledge from the previous day and to ask people
driving by what they have seen. Most people won’t stop to tell you what is ahead but if you stop
them and ask what they have seen they tend to open up!
Here are some of Trevor’s stunning summer sightings around Lower Sabie and Tshokwane:
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After Skukuza we moved to Tamboti for 4 nights and Trevor checked in at Letaba. On our
second to last day at Tamboti we saw a post on the Latest Sightings app of a leopard that was
seen late afternoon along the stretch of road between the main Orpen gate and the visitor
control point. Many people think the second gate, where you have reception and the petrol
station is the border of the Kruger – it isn’t. The first gate is the border, which means that the
seven kilometers that you drive between gates is inside the Kruger Park and you have a good
chance of spotting animals.
The next day, which was our last day at Tamboti, we
thought let’s go and see if the leopard is still in the
area. On one of the Facbook groups a member posted
the following: “Now, how on earth do you see a
leopard one day and think you can find it again at
that exact spot, the next day?”
Well you need to go and look! Which we did and found
the leopard up in a tree on the side of the road. The
leopard then climbed down and crossed under the road
to the other side providing us with some nice images.
The next morning we left Tamboti and
headed north to Phalaborwa as we were
checking in to A Traveller’s Palm. We met
Trevor along the way as he had checked
out of Letaba and was heading to Tamboti.
We told him about the leopard so that
afternoon he was in two minds – go and
find the pack of wild dogs that was seen
near Orpen camp or go and look for the
leopard.
He went to look for the leopard. He found it
walking through the grass away from him
so he decided to go and look for the wild
dogs but he came back just before gate
closing time to see if the leopard was still
around – it was!
Trevor found the leopard stalking impala,
which the leopard lost sight of and then
decided to get up on a fallen tree to see
better…! While Tevor is photographing the
leopard from the road an OSV from a
nearby lodge drives off-road and in front of
him!! Trevor had to point out to the OSV
driver that he was blocking Trevor’s view
and eventually the OSV moved away from
the leopard.
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I don’t know why the field guides want to get so
close to subjects!? It spoils the sighting for
others and the subject may get spooked and
move off. Maybe they think closer = bigger
tip?

Anyway, Trevor got the winning shot that was
published on the front page of the Citizen
newspaper and featured in numerous
publications overseas.

And the next day Trevor got the wild dogs at
the Orpen Camp waterhole…!

You can follow Trevor on Facebook and read our interview with him.
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Mary Jane Sesto - Kgalagadi Gallery
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Mary Jane Sesto lives and has travelled extensively throughout the United States, but her heart
belongs to Africa. In her own words:
“The people, the sights, the smells, the sounds, the animals, the birds, the landscape,
sunrises and sunsets, wow! It's all amazing! I first went to Africa in 1993, and I haven't
stopped eating, breathing, dreaming and living for my next trip, since that moment, right
up until now.
I just had my 12th trip in 2017, and we
are already planning our next trip. I
can only hope and pray that there will
be many more trips in my future!
You may have seen some of Mary
Jane’s images being used in the
marketing campaigns for Rothschild
Safaris:
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Sightings Apps
We received the following email regarding the
use of sighting apps and have published it with
our response:
“Congrats on your marvelous publications.
Have only been visiting Kruger for the last ten years but are excited to be going to Etosha next year so of
course have downloaded your book.
I must say having just come back from Kruger I was very disappointed to see you promoting an app. We
saw many incidences of speeding and erratic driving which we had not witnessed in the past. At first, we
were baffled by this but then when we read about the apps when we got to Skukuza it all became clear
and then of course we spoke to many people about them and noticed how many people were totally
depending on them just sitting on the side of the road until they were told where something was and then
roaring off.
Interested to know if we are the only people that think it is ruining the self-drive experience of Kruger.”
Thanks for your feedback on our publications.
Game sighting apps are like anything else, they can be used responsibly or abused. Some people want to
ban these apps but where do we stop - ban spotlights, ban diesel engine vehicles? Our pet hate is the
behavior of some diesel vehicle owners who pull up at a sighting and leave their engines running - the
noise and smell annoys everyone but especially elephants who get agitated and aggressive.
I think it boils down to education - when on guided game drives we must tell the field guides to please not
shine the lights in the subjects’ eyes and to rather shine next to the subject - just enough to illuminate it so
photographers can focus.
We've been visiting southern African parks for 20 years and have seen speeding in all of them, including
Etosha and Kgalagadi where the apps are not used due to lack of signal. Some of the worst offenders are
staff, delivery vehicles and OSVs (open safari vehicles). The OSV guides are not supposed to use their
radios to call in sightings but they do, and you have their colleagues racing to sightings and you get selfdrive visitors following some of them as they know they are heading to a good sighting.
One year at Halali in Etosha we were the first to leave camp and we found a honey badger mother and
babies lying dead on the side of the road. They were either knocked over by staff or guides doing night
drives or early morning game drives. It was terrible to see, and the large buses also speed in Etosha. The
speed limit in Kruger park is 50 kms on the tar and 40 kms on the gravel - in Etosha the speed limit is 60
kms per hour on gravel yet people still speed!
We prefer to find our own sightings but do use the Kruger Latest Sightings app and the WhatsApp group
at Phalaborwa gate, hence we reminded readers that if they use the apps to please not speed. Keep in
mind that the apps are also useful for reporting injured animals and suspected poachers – so do we get
rid of the app because of a small number of badly behaving people, who will behave badly anyway, or use
it responsibly? We say this because some people preach to others while not doing it themselves. We know
of one person who lives in Phalaborwa and criticizes the WhatsApp group, yet we see her rushing to
sightings after there has been a post!
I don't think we'll ever solve these issues, but the authorities should try to manage the speeding problem
better by punishing all offenders – staff members, delivery trucks, OSVs and self-drive visitors.
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PLEASE BOOK THROUGH US…
If you enjoy our website, newsletters and Facebook page we would love your support.

Hotels, Lodges and B&Bs
Simply book your next trip anywhere (not only to the southern African parks) with the
Booking.com search box below or with any of the hotel, lodge and B&B links on
Kruger2Kalahari website. You'll get the best price available, and booking through our affiliate
links won't cost you a cent/penny more.
We use Booking.com for most of our accommodation bookings and have never been
disappointed. In 2017 we made over a dozen bookings through them with no hassles.
If you are going to make a booking just monitor the prices as they do fluctuate day by day
because they are dependant on supply and demand of rooms in each area. Sometimes we get
very good deals by waiting until the last minute – if the hotel / lodge isn’t full they would rather
provide the room at half-price than have it empty!
If you do the above then just keep in mind the hotel may get full on the days you want and then
you’ll have to choose alternative accommodation so it’s a balancing act – if you want to stay at
that specific hotel then rather book now – you will have a week or so within which to cancel your
booking. Just make sure that you check for what’s included and excluded – things like WiFi, free
cancelleation, breakfast and/or dinner etc.
Please click on the following banner to be taken through to our Booking.com affilaite page…
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Car Rental
Booking.com has a sister company called RentalCars.com – our advice is don’t touch them! We
have contacted them multiple times and they have not bothered to respond to us. In addition, they
are ranked 1/5 stars by hundreds of people who have provided first-hand reviews of their service…

It’s hard to believe that this
company is in any way affilaited
with Booking.com!

We recommend using AVIS for Safari Car Hire as they have
provided us with consistently good service. Here are the links to
make enquiries and bookings:

Safari Rental for RSA, Botswana or Namibia
Car Rental Booking for South Africa
Car Rental Booking for Botswana or Namibia
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Unusual Friends at the De Laporte Waterhole
It was a hot afternoon in the Kruger National Park as we baked in the African sun, only being
kept alive by a cool breeze as dusk was slowly arriving. We had heard a leopard was in the area
and we were waiting at the waterhole in the hope of spotting her.
The De Laporte leopard is famous and is often seen showing off for cameras and tourists with
her striking beauty along with her unique adaptation to use the waterhole, just south of Skukuza
Rest Camp to hunt so successfully. (See her in action on the cover photo).

It had been the end of a severe drought that the Park was experiencing and there was little food
or water anywhere to be found. The Park looked like a barren wasteland, as carcasses of hippo
and buffalos were regularly seen, evidence of the severity of the drought.
We had been sitting, waiting patiently for her to arrive for over an hour, knowing that the camp
gates close at 18:30 so when we saw it was already 18:10, we decided it would be best to head
back. It was then, as I switched on the vehicle that a large spotted predator arrived, eagerly
making its way to drink from the precious resource.
A Spotted Hyena graced us with its ‘beautiful’ presence - and joining it from behind was an
unusual friend, the famous De La Port female leopard!
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They both approached the water with caution, weary of each other’s presence, but did not seem
to mind sharing the little water that was left after the elephants had earlier drained most of it.
The much smaller leopard would just give the hyena a growl every now and then to ensure her
presence is noticed and her fangs are appreciated.

The irony in this event was that earlier that day, I was explaining how predators often kill each
other not necessarily to eat, but to eliminate a potential threat and now we were witnessing the
exact opposite, how two predators were putting aside their differences and sharing in the
fountain of life. I guess the drought created an almost truce between the two creatures, but in
reality, nature has no rule books, only guidelines and sometimes we are fortunate enough to
witness something that defies what others say and believe.
We had been watching this incredible and unbelievable spectacle for about 10 minutes when,
just as they arrived, the both quickly melted back into the bush, like a droplet into the ocean, not
to be seen again. We had decided it is time to return to camp, when to our surprise a second
leopard, a young male cautiously approached the watering hole, weary of both other predators,
but due to our time limit we had to unfortunately leave him behind. Fortunately, though, due to
the extreme rarity of the event, we were not given a fine, even though we arrived 20 minutes
late.
Photography & article by Armand Grobler of Rhulani Safaris.
Contact Details:
Tel: 071 401 0003
Email: armand@rhulanisafaris.com
Website: www.rhulanisafaris.com
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Why are your eBooks so Expensive?
This was a question I was again asked via email…
“Just wondered why the e-books are so expensive? Same price as real book? Probably
cost another R300 to print? Expensive for South-Africans”
My Answer: We thought our eBooks were reasonably priced. Arthur Morris' eBooks (or site
guides as he calls them) average $50, with one being $100, and they are around 120 pages while
ours are 270-350 pages of info. Scott Ramsey's latest book (traditional book) is R950.00.
It's cost us hundreds of thousands of Rands to gain all this experience over 20+ years that we
share with photographers, meaning that you don't have to go through all the painful mistakes, and
costs we made, and you can hopefully start getting good results from day-one of you arriving at
the national parks. In addition, when we update the book, all past clients get a free copy of
the updated version - that won't happen with a traditional book.
We have just returned from a Kruger Park self-drive safari and we were averaging 3 leopard
sightings per day. Other guests were asking us how we found all these leopards? That's the
type of info we share - how to find subjects and then how to get good photos once you've found
them. What's that info worth to a photographer? Some won't pay a cent for it (they rather
bumble about aimlessly hoping that a leopard just appears in front of them, in good light with a
kill) while others would pay hundreds of dollars - each person has a different outlook.
Our e-Books cost the same as a 1-night camping site in Lower Sabie – around R330,00 and here
some people (who want to improve their photography) are paying nearly R1000,00 for a coffeetable book that does not teach them how to find or photograph the animals, yet they hesitate at
paying less than half that for a how-to book that will show them exactly how we find and
photograph the flora and fauna of the park – the mind boggles!
Click on the images below for more information on each eBook…
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Sunday 6th November 2016…
…is a day we will remember for a long time! We were staying at Pilanesberg Tented Safari
Camp in Manyane and we had found Rain, the female cheetah, with her cubs in the thickets
between Hippo Loop and Lake Mankwe.
We photographed them but they were a bit far and it was bushy so we hoped they would
come closer to the open plains but they headed off towards Thlware loop. We then drove
around the loop and could just make out the cheetahs before they disappeared. We then
decided to head back to camp for breakfast and return in an hour – bad choice!
The cheetahs changed direction and headed towards the plains on Hippo Loop where they
chased & caught an impala – while
we were eating our breakfast at
camp!!
One of the field guides at Ivory
Tree Game Lodge captured some
amazing images that were
published in the local newspaper…

Yes, we preach about
having patience and
anticipating the animal’s
actions – we would do
well to listen to our own
advice!
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Making Your Subject ‘Pop’
That’s the challenge for many wildlife photographers. So many photos have busy
backgrounds that detract from the subject and so the image loses its impact.
To make your subject pop it’s important to isolate it from the background and to do this you
need a telephoto lens that will compress the background, but the background needs to be a
distance away from the subject and you need to use a large aperture like f2.8 or f4.
Okay, so you don’t have a large aperture lens and it’s not that easy to position the subject far
away from the background, so now what?
Antoinette Kloppers to the rescue! You may have seen Antoinette’s images on Facebook
groups – she shoots mainly birds and they have this dream-like plain background. Antoinette
achieves this effect using editing software and she has compiled step by step photo
instructions in the form of JPEG images with written instructions that she will email to you.
There are 4 tutorials that show her work flow, which uses basic tools in Photoshop Elements
and that can be applied to more advanced Photoshop CS programs.
The Tutorials cost $40. If you are interested, you can pay her via her PayPal.Me link:
https://paypal.me/antoinettekloppers or pay R500,00 to A. KLOPPERS, ABSA SAVINGS
account 338 19 2207, Bank code 63 2005.
You can see more of Antoinette’s images on her Facebook page.
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Accidents & Illness while on Safari
In the previous newsletter we discussed Accidents and Illness while on Safari and this is an
update to that article.
Accidents – we were on a game viewing vehicle at Jaci’s Safari Lodge in Madikwe and were
injured due to driver negligence.
A few people have since asked us if the owners had contacted us after they found out – No. (I
guess that guests being injured on their drives isn’t such a big deal?)
Has the GM contacted us – Yes. She contacted us in December 2016, only after the owner of
the lodge read our blog post, to say that their insurance company will be in contact with us with
regards to our damaged camera. It is now a year later and we have heard nothing from any of
them.
We do not want to be compensated for our costs to repair the camera and that’s why we have
not pursued this – however, it would have been nice for the owners & management to show a bit
more concern about our welfare. Money isn’t everything – caring is much more important.
Illness – It is not yet summer but there have been numerous cases of malaria diagnosed in and
around the Kruger Park so please take precautions if you will be visiting the park in 2017/2018.
We take homepathic medication but your family physician will be able to advise you on the most
suitable medication for you and your family.
As you will see on the map, the whole Kruger Park is high risk with the entire western border
being intermediate risk…
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Parting Shot...

Lions on Giraffe Kill on the S90 near Balule Camp
Nikon D5300
150-500mm Sigma Lens @ 500mm
ISO 320,
1/100 sec
f/6.3
Copyright: Kye James

To subscribe to this newsletter please click here
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